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Abstract. In this paper, the order of simultaneous approximation and
Voronovskaja-type results with quantitative estimate for complex q-Kantorovich polynomials
(q > 0) attached to analytic functions on compact disks are obtained. In particular, it is proved
that for functions analytic in f´ 2C W j´j<Rg, R > q; the rate of approximation by the q-
Durrmeyer - Stancu operators (q > 1) is of order q n versus 1=n for the classical q-Durrmeyer
- Stancu operators.
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1. INTRODUCTION




1 q if q 2R
Cnf1g;
k if q D 1
for k 2N and Œ0q D 0;
ŒkqŠ WD Œ1q Œ2q ::: Œkq for k 2N and Œ0qŠD 1:












.q 1/´ ; ´¤ 0;
f 0 .0/ ; ´D 0:
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The q-analogue of integration in the interval Œ0;A is defined by
AZ
0
f .t/dqt WD A.1 q/
1X
nD0
f .Aqn/qn; 0 < q < 1:
For 0 < q 1 < 1 we have
Bq 1.m;n/D
Œm 1q 1 Š Œn 1q 1 Š
ŒmCn 1q 1 Š
In [2], Durrmeyer introduced the following Bernstein-Durrmeyer operator and [8]
obtained simultaneous and ordinary approximation for these operator
























In [4] Gupta defined q-Durrmeyer type operators:


















In [4] and [3] (Gupta and Finta) some local and global direct results for different q-
analogues of Durrmeyer operator is studied. In [6], Gupta and Wang defined the
following q Durrmeyer operator and estimate the rate of convergence for these
operator;







f .t/pn;k 1 .qIqt/dqtCf .0/pn;0.qIx/; x 2 Œ0;1
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Also Gupta and Finta [5] studied some direct results for the certain q-Durrmeyer
operator(1). In [1], Agarwal and Gupta introduced and studied complex case of
q Durrmeyer operators (1). In [12], Gal, Gupta and Mahmudov obtained some ap-








f .t/pn 1;k 1 .qIqt/dqtCf .0/pn;0.qI´/; ´ 2C
In [9] Mahmudov and Gupta introduced the complex genuine Durrmeyer -Stancu
operators as follows:






















where ˛;ˇ are given two real parameters satisfying the condition 0  ˛  ˇ:In [11]
, M. Ren, X. Zeng and L. Zeng introduced the following complex Stancu-type Dur-
rmeyer operators and obtained the approximation properties of these operators.

















In[7], Gupta and Karslı considered Stancu type generalization as follows

















Recently, Mahmudov (2014) [10] introduced and obtained the following approxima-
tion results of the complex q-Durrmeyer type operator in the case of q > 1:












In the present paper, for q > 1;we introduce the complex q-Durrmeyer-Stancu oper-
ators as follows
























Notice that The case ˛ D ˇ D 0 and q > 1; studied in [10].
Let DR be a disc DR WD f´ 2C W j´j<Rg in the complex plane C. Denote by
H .DR/ the space of all analytic functions on DR. For f 2H .DR/ we assume that
f .´/DP1mD0am´m for all ´ 2DR: The norm kf kr WDmaxfjf .´/ W j´j  r jg :We
define em.´/D ´m for all m 2N[f0g :
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give some auxilary results, in
particular we prove a which includes some properties of the complex q Durrmeyer-
Stancu operators in the case q > 1: In Section 3 we study approximation properties
(Theorem 1), Voronovskaja type quantitative estimation ( Theorem 2) and exact order
of approximation (Theorem 3).
2. AUXILIARY RESULTS
In this section we find relation between the moments of q Durrmeyer operators
Dn;q.ej I´/ and q Durrmeyer-Stancu operators D.˛;ˇ/n;q .emI´/:






















In Lemma 2, we define the moments for complex q-Durrmeyer-Stancu operators
(q > 1/:














Proof. By using 2.1 and simple computation,
For mD 0;
D.˛;ˇ/n;q .e0I´/
















































































































Next lemma estimation of the moments D.˛;ˇ/n;q .emI´/ in the compact disks DR:
Lemma 3. For all m;n 2N0; ´ 2 DR; 0 ˛  ˇ and r  1, we have
D.˛;ˇ/n;q .emI´/ .q2r/m:








































3. APPROXIMATION BY COMPLEX q DURRMEYER-STANCU POLYNOMIALS
We start with the following quantitative estimates of the convergence for complex
q-Durrmeyer-Stancu operators attached to an analytic function in a disk of radius
R > 1 and center 0.
Theorem 1. Let 0  ˛  ˇ;1 < q < R <1 and 1  r < R
q3
: For all ´ 2 Dr and
n 2N, we have the following inequalityˇˇˇ













where f 2H .DR/ :
Proof.










m ˇˇDn;q.ej I´/  .ej I´/ˇˇ

















(See [10]). Then we can easily obtainˇˇˇ






































The next theorem gives Voronovskaja type result in compact disks, for complex
q-Kantorovich operators attached to an analytic function in DR, R > 1 and center 0.
In orders to formulate the results we introduce
Lq.f I´/D
.1 q2´/Dqf .´/  .1 ´/Dq 1f .´/
q 1 :
Theorem 2. Let 0  ˛  ˇ and 1  r < R
q4
: Then for all ´ 2 Dr and n 2N, we
have the following inequalityˇˇˇˇ







































where f 2H .DR/ :
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Proof. We immediately obtain







DDn;q .f I´/ f .´/  1
ŒnC2q




























For the first estimate, using the Theorem 3 in [10], namelyˇˇˇˇ









For the second series, we rewrite it as follows.



























































































































































































































































































































In the following theorem, for q-Durrmeyer-Stancu polynomials, we obtain the ex-
act order of approximation.
Theorem 3. Let 1< q <R, 1 r < R
q2
(or 0< q 1, 1 r <R) and f 2H .DR/.




Cr;q .f / ; n 2N;
holds, where the constant Cr;q .f / depends on f; q and r but is independent of n.
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Proof of Theorem 3. For all ´ 2 DR and n 2N we get


















kF CGkr  jkF kr  kGkr j  kF kr  kGkr





 ŒnC2qŒnCˇ ˛e0   Œ2qCˇe1/f 0CLq .f /r
  ŒnC2q

















0CLq .f /D 0






























































































































































for all ´ 2 DRnf0g : Thus am D 0; mD 1;2;3; :::Thus, f is constant, which is con-
tradiction with the hypothesis.
Now, by Theorem 2 we have
ŒnC2q
ˇˇˇˇ





































m! 0 as n!1:
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q2˛e0   Œ2qCˇe1/f 0CLq .f /
r
Consequently, there exists n1 (depending only on f and r) such that for all n  n1

















 ŒnC2qŒnCˇ ˛e0   Œ2qCˇe1/f 0CLq .f /

r






q2˛e0   Œ2qCˇe1/f 0CLq .f /
r
; for all n n1:











Mr;n .f /> 0;




Cr;q .f / ;




Mr;1 .f / ; :::;Mr;n1 1 .f / ;
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